
It makes me bloody angry to see Orbán Viktor (Viktor Orbán in English) to talk at a supposed-

conservative meeting in the USA. When I ask the question, “What is he conserving?” This 

conversation will come to an abrupt halt. Orbán isn’t condemning the genocide the Putin regime is 

carrying out, but promoting Putin’s kleptocracy. Is Orbán conserving Christian values? A resounding 

NO, he isn’t! Is he conserving the Hungarian culture? No? Is he conserving Hungarian taxpayers’ 

coffers? NO! What he is conserving is communism and Nazism, which are both left-wing ideologies. I 

have a lot of my rhetoric in Hungarian and it would be too much work to now organize something 

similar in English. Chances are that if you believe Viktor Orbán – and even Trump are somehow 

conservative there isn’t much hope that I will be able to help you open your eyes anytime soon. I was 

an avid Trump supporter – even though I knew he wasn’t a constitutionalist from the beginning, 

however, I don’t support him now! Did he finish the fence? NO. He said that he only had 2-3 weeks 

left – well, then why didn’t he add manpower? That was a political decision. He raised the national 

debt far past his own limit of no return. Sure, he quelled the wars, but he allowed Islam to rise again. 

Hospital – still centralized. Schools – still centralized. First thing he did was lie and say that the 

Clinton-to-jail rhetoric was just political speech. I don’t trust the man, though I still might vote for 

him. That said, Orbán is the opposite of Trump. Perhaps Trump was naive, but there is no question 

that Orbán is simply evil. Let me just leave you with one piece of the puzzle. Do you know that Orbán 

is worth about 25 trillion forints – probably more now. Just because they say it so (that he’s a 

conservative and a Christian) doesn’t make it so. Yes, I would consider myself as somewhat of an 

expert. Support Ukraine!! And learn from the mistakes of history!! Trump allowed Russia to keep the 

Crimea – big, big mistake.  

Kim Lane Scheppele on Hungary's new constitution - the full lecture at CEU 

https://youtu.be/M_swtZNgjTc 

Legal but not Fair: Viktor Orbán’s New Supermajority 

https://verfassungsblog.de/legal-but-not-fair-viktor-orbans-new-supermajority/ 

My flyers in protest of the Nazi / Communist regime in Hungary (Mostly in the Hungarian language): 

https   drive google com drive u 0 folders 1yPkMtzdcZtILMSYQdx_yIpuEEdkyUssM 


